Many models have been proposed to generate Internet Autonomous System (AS) topologies, most of which make structural assumptions about the AS graph. In this paper we compare AS topology generation models with several observed AS topologies. In contrast to most previous works, we avoid making assumptions about which topological properties are important to characterize the AS topology. Our analysis shows that, although matching degree-based properties, the existing AS topology generation models fail to capture the complexity of the local interconnection structure between ASs. Furthermore, we use BGP data from multiple vantage points to show that additional measurement locations significantly affect local structure properties, such as clustering and node centrality. Degree-based properties, however, are not notably affected by additional measurements locations. These observations are particularly valid in the core. The shortcomings of AS topology generation models stems from an underestimation of the complexity of the connectivity in the core caused by inappropriate use of BGP data.
INTRODUCTION
For many years researchers have modeled the Internet's Autonomous System (AS) topology 1 using graphs obtained via various measurement techniques, e.g. BGP routing tables [16, 28] and traceroute maps [18] . The AS topology is an abstraction of the Internet which is commonly used to analyze its characteristics and simulate the performance and scalability of new protocols and applications. Simulation methods require that AS topology generation models be able to provide topologies whose properties are as close as possible to those of the observed AS topology.
In this paper we evaluate existing AS topology generation models by comparing them with several available datasets, representing observed AS topologies of the Internet. Figure 1 illustrates the relationship between the Internet topology, its measurement instances, and AS topology generation models.
A key principle underlying our work is to be agnostic about the topological properties of the Internet. The main reason for our agnosticism lies in the dynamic behavior of the Internet topology. In addition, observations of the AS topology suffer from two problems. On the one hand, common set of observation points have only limited visibility of the topology [26] . On the other hand, each observation technique suffers from measure- This results in problems for BGP-based as well as traceroute-based observations of the Internet topology. For example, traceroute can report hops that do not map to a unique AS number [22] . As a result, AS topology models make use of simplifying assumptions about the actual topology [5, 19, 37] . One widely held assumption, based on biased observations, is that the AS topology has a hierarchical structure [30] and its node-degree distribution obey a power-law [12] .
Believing that at present it is impossible to know better, we accept the fact that the AS topology observations suffer from biases and thus reveal different partial truths about the properties of the Internet. However, comparison of different observed AS topologies with different levels of incompleteness, and topologies generated from different models, allows us to learn from the limitations of particular assumptions about the Internet's AS topology. Then, the direction of these biases and limitations may gives us insight into the actual properties of the AS topology.
To evaluate AS topology generation models, we rely on a wide set of commonly used topological metrics. We do not claim that the set of considered metrics captures all important aspects of the AS topology. However, using such an extensive set of topological metrics allows us to observe differences in the so far revealed topological properties of observed and sythetic AS topologies. Futhermore, we rely on statistical measures to compare distributions of some metrics, allowing us to measure more objectively the similarity of two topologies.
In this paper we show that the existing topology generators capture the node degree distributions quite well, but fail to account either for the complex local interconnection structure between ASes, or the highly meshed structure of the core AS topology. Such shortcomings can affect the performance of protocols and applications when simulated using synthetic topologies. We also show that, using additional BGP peering vantage points for collecting connectivity information, does greatly affect important characteristics, such as power-laws and measures of centrality, while having little effect on basic degree-related properties. These observations suggest that for understanding the nature of the Internet topology one should use rich(er) datasets, which capture a large portion of existing peering links. Moreover, they show that the significance of preferential-attachment has waned while peering links, underestimated in the past, are now far more important.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we contrast our work with the related work. We then introduce the existing AS topology generation models and describe their underlying assumptions in Section 3, and present a set of observed AS topologies collected using different methodologies from various locations in the world in Section 4. Subsequently, in Section 5 we describe the metrics used for topology characterization and discuss the statistical measures of similarity in Section 6. In Section 7, we present the results of our comparison analysis. Due to the discovery that synthetic and observed topologies record biases related to the nature of the data collection processes, we conduct an extensive analysis of the impact of increasing the number of BGP peering vantage points on our topology dataset, collected from a large number of measurement locations. This study is presented in Section 8. Finally, in Section 9 we conclude and discusses potential improvements in the field of AS topology modeling.
RELATED WORK
Zegura et al. [35] analyse topologies of 100 nodes generated using pure-random, Waxman [32] , exponential and several locality based models of topology such as Transit-Stub. They use metrics such as average node degree, network diameter, number of paths between nodes. They find that pure random topologies represent expected properties such as locality very poorly and so we exclude them from our comparison. They suggest that the Transit-Stub method should be used due both to its efficiency and the realistic average node degree its topologies achieve.
Faloutsos et al. [12] state that three specific properties of the Internet AS topology are well described by power laws: rank exponent, out-degree exponent and eigen-exponent (graph eigenvalues). This work parallelled development of many models incorporating power laws, such as the Barabási and Albert [3] model, based on incremental growth by addition of new nodes and preferential attachment of new nodes to existing wellconnected nodes.
Later, Bu and Towsley [5] used the empirical complementary distribution (ECD) rather than standard histograms to generate new nodes. They showed the variability in graphs from different generators using the same heuristics using characteristic path length and clustering coefficients.
Tangmunarunkit et al. [31] provide a first comparison of the underlying characteristics of degree-based models against structural models. A major conclusion is that the the simplest form of degree-based model performs better than random or structural models at representing the studied parameters. They compare three categories of model generators: Waxman, Tiers [10] and the Transit-Stub structural model, against the simplest degree based generator, the power-law random graph (PLRG) [1] . They define and use three metrics: expansion, resilience and distortion. They find that the PLRG matches these metrics better than the random or structural models. Based on these metrics they conclude that stricter hierarchy is present in the measured networks than in degree-based generators. However, they leave many questions unanswered about the accuracy of degree-based generators and the choice of metrics.
Zhou and Mondragon [37] propose models based on several mathematical features, such as rich-club, interactive growth and betweenness centrality. They use AS data from the CAIDA Skitter project to examine the Joint Degree Distribution (JDD) and rich-club connectivity. They show that for these data, rich-club connectivity and the JDD are closely linked for a network with a given degree distribution.
In this paper, we consider more recent degree-based generators using a larger set of graph-theory derived metrics to give better insight into correct understanding of the AS topology. We compare in detail against a range of different Internet AS topologies at national and international level obtained from traceroute and BGP data. When choosing our metrics, we considered both metrics used by the topology generator designers and those used more widely in graph theory. A particular point to note is that we chose not to use the three metrics of Tangmunarunkit et al. for two reasons. First, computation of both resilience and distortion are NP-complete, requiring use of heuristics. In contrast, all our metrics are straightforward to compute directly. Second, although accurate reproduction of degree-based metrics is well-supported by current topology generators, our hypothesis was that local interconnectivity was poorly supported, and so we chose to use several metrics that focus on exactly this, e.g., assortativity, clustering, and centrality.
AS TOPOLOGY MODELS
There are many models available that claim to describe the Internet AS topology. Several of these models are embodied in tools for generating simulated topologies [15] . In this section we describe the particular models whose output we compare in this paper. The first are produced from the Waxman model [32] , derived from the Erdös-Rényi random graphs [11] , where the probability of two nodes being connected is proportional to the Euclidean distance between them. The second come from the Barabasi and Albert [3] model, following measurements of various power laws in degree distributions and rank exponents by Faloutsos et al. [12] . These incorporate common beliefs about preferential attachment and incremental growth. The third are from the Generalized Linear Preference model [5] which additionally model clustering coefficients. Finally, Inet [33] and PFP [37] focus on alternative AS topology characteristics: the meshed core and preferential attachment respectively. Each model focused only on particular metrics and parameters, and only compared their output with selected AS topology observations.
Waxman
The Waxman model of random graphs is based on a probability model for interconnecting nodes of the topology given by: P (u, v) = α e −d/(βL) , where 0 < α, β ≤ 1, d is the Euclidean distance between two nodes u and v, and L is the network diameter (largest distance between two nodes). We use the BRITE [23] implementation of this model in this paper, which facilitates rewiring using iterative assignment of edges to ensure that there are no disconnected components in the generated topology.
BA
The BA model was inspired by the idea of preferentially attaching new nodes to existing well-connected nodes, leading to the incremental growth of nodes and the links between them. When a node i joins the network, the probability that it connects to a node j already in the network is given by: P (i, j) = d j k∈V d k where d j is the degree of node j, V is the set of nodes that have joined the network and k∈V d k is the sum of degrees of all nodes that previously joined the network [23] .
GLP
Our third model is the Generalized Linear Preference model (GLP) [5] . This focuses on matching characteristic path length and clustering coefficients. It uses a probabilistic method for adding nodes and links recursively while preserving selected power law properties.
Inet
Inet [33] produces random networks using a preferential linear weight for the connection probability of nodes after modelling the core of the generated topology as a full mesh network. Inet sets the minimum number of nodes at 3037, the number of ASs on the Internet at the time of its development. It similarly sets the fraction of degree 1 nodes to 0. 
PFP
In the Positive Feedback Preference (PFP) model, the AS topology of the Internet is considered to grow by interactive, probabilistic addition of new nodes and links. It uses a nonlinear preferential attachment probability when choosing older nodes for the interactive growth of the network, by inserting edges between existing nodes as well as the newly added ones.
AS TOPOLOGY OBSERVATIONS
The Internet AS topology can be inferred from various sources of data such as BGP or traceroute [21] at the network (IP) layer. Using BGP routing data alone suffers from incompleteness, no matter how many vantage points are used to collect observations. In particular, even if BGP updates are collected from multiple vantage points and combined, many peering and sibling relationships are not observed [13] . Conversely, traceroute data misses alternative paths since routers may have multiple interfaces which are not easily identified, and multi-hop paths may also be hidden by traffic tunnelled via Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS). Combining these data sources still does not solve all problems since mapping traceroute data to AS numbers is not always accurate [22] . In this paper we attempt to avoid these problems by comparing against many measurement-derived datasets giving a diverse spatial and temporal comparison across different continents and years of measurement.
Chinese
The first dataset is a traceroute measurement of the Chinese AS Topology collected from servers within China in May 2005. It reports 84 ASs, representing a small subgraph of the Internet. Zhou et al. [38] maintain that the Chinese AS graph presents all the major topology characteristics of the global AS graph. The presence of this dataset enables us to compare the AS topology models at smaller scales. Further, this dataset is believed to be nearly complete, i.e., it contains very little measurement bias and accurately represents the true AS topology for that region of the Internet. Thus, although it is rather small, we have included it as a valuable comparison point in our studies.
Skitter
The second dataset comes from the CAIDA Skitter project 4 . CAIDA computes the adjacency matrix of the AS topology from the daily Skitter measurements.
These are obtained by running traceroutes over a large range of IP addresses and mapping the prefixes to AS numbers using RouteViews BGP data. Since this data reports paths actually taken by packets, rather than path information propagated via BGP, it more directly represents the IP topology than the BGP data alone. For our study, we used the graphs for March 2004 as used by Mahadevan et al. [20] , which reports 9,204 unique ASs.
RouteViews
The third dataset we use is derived from the RouteViews BGP data. This is collected both as static snapshots of the BGP routing tables and dynamic BGP data in the form of BGP update and withdrawal messages. We use the topologies provided by Mahadevan et al. [20] from two types of BGP data from March 2004: one from the static BGP tables and one from the BGP updates. In both cases, they filter AS-sets and private ASs and merge the 31 daily graphs into one. This dataset reports 17,446 unique ASs across 43 vantage points in the Internet.
UCLA
The fourth dataset comes from the Internet topology collection 5 maintained by Oliviera et al. [27] . These topologies are updated daily using the data sources such as BGP routing tables and updates from RouteViews, RIPE 6 , Abilene 7 and LookingGlass servers. Each node and link is annotated with the times it was first and last observed. We use a snapshot of this dataset from November 2007 computed using a time window on the last-seen timestamps to discard ASs which have not been seen for more than 6 months. The resulting dataset reports 28,899 unique ASs.
TOPOLOGY CHARACTERIZATION
Over the past several years a veriety of topological metrics has been proposed to quantitatively characterize topological properties of networks. In this section we present a large set of topological metrics that will be used to measure a distance in graph space, i.e. how distant two graphs are topologically from each other. The topological metrics are computed for the synthetic and the measured AS topologies. Taken individually, these metrics concentrate on differing topological aspects but when considered together they reveal the shortcomings of topology models to faithfully capture the topological properties of observed AS topologies. AS topologies are modeled as graphs G = (N , L) with a collection of nodes N and a collection of links L that connect a pair of nodes. The number of nodes and links in a graph is then respectively equal to N = |N | and M = |L|.
Degree
The degree k of a node is the number of links adjacent to it. The average node degreek is defined as k = 2M/N . The node degree distribution P (k) is the probability that a randomly selected node has a given degree k. The node degree distribution is defined as P (k) = n(k)/N where n(k) is the number of nodes of degree k. The joint degree distribution (JDD) P (k, k ′ ) is the probability that a randomly selected pair of connected nodes have degrees k and k ′ . A summary measure of the joint degree distribution is the average neighbor degree of nodes with a given degree k, and is defined as follows
The maximum possible k nn (k) value is N − 1 for a maximally connected network, i.e. a complete graph. Hence, we represent JDD by the normalized value k nn (k)/(N − 1) [20] and refer to it as average neighbor connectivity.
Assortativity
Assortativity is a measure of the likelihood of connection of nodes of similar degrees [25] . This is usually expressed by means of the assortativity coefficient r: assortative networks have r > 0 (disassortative have r < 0 resp.) and tend to have nodes that are connected to nodes with similar (dissimilar resp.) degree.
Clustering
Given node i with k i links, these links could be involved in at most k i (k i − 1)/2 triangles (e.g. nodes a → b → c → a form a triangle). The greater the number of triangles the greater the clustering of this node. The clustering coefficient, γ(G), is defined as the average number of 3-cycles (i.e., triangles) divided by the total number of possible 3-cycles:
where T i is the number of 3-cycles for node i, k i is the degree of node i. We use the distribution of clustering coefficients C(k), which in fact is the distribution of the terms Ti ki(ki−1)/2 in the overall summation. This definition of the clustering coefficient gives the same weight to each triangle in the network, irrespective of the distribution of the node degrees.
Rich-Club
The rich-club coefficient φ(ρ) is the ratio of the number of links in the component induced by the ρ largestdegree nodes to the maximum possible links ρ(ρ − 1)/2 where ρ = 1...n are the first ρ nodes ordered by their non-increasing degrees in a network of size n nodes [8] .
Shortest path
The shortest path length distribution P (h), as commonly computed using Dijsktra's algorithm, is the probability distribution of two nodes being at minimum distance h hops from each other. From the shortest path length distribution, the average node distance in a connected network is derived as h = hmax h=1 hP (h), where h max is the longest among the shortest paths between any pair of nodes. h max is also referred to as the diameter of a network.
Centrality
Betweenness centrality is a measure of the number of shortest paths passing through a node or link, a centrality measure of a node or link within a network. The node betweenness for a node v is B(v) = s =v =t∈N
where σ st is the number of shortest paths from s to t and σ st (v) is the number of shortest paths from s to t that pass through a node v [17] . The average node betweenness is the average value of the node betweenness over all nodes.
Closeness is a another measure of the centrality of a node within a network. The closeness of a node is the reciprocal of the sum of shortest paths from this node to all other reachable nodes in a graph.
Coreness
The l-core of a network (also known as the k-core) is the maximal component in which each node has at least degree l. In other words, the l-core is defined as the component of a network obtained by recursively removing all nodes of degree less than l. A node has coreness l if it belongs to the l-core but not to the (l + 1)-core. Hence, the l-core layer is the collection of all nodes having coreness l. The core of a network is the l-core such that the (l + 1)-core is empty [4] .
Clique
A clique in a network is a set of pairwise adjacent nodes, i.e. a component which is a complete graph. The top clique size, also known as the graph clique number, is the number of nodes in the largest clique in a network [34] .
Spectrum
Recently, it has been observed that eigenvalues are closely related to almost all critical network characteristics [7] . For example, Tangmunarunkit et al. [31] classified network resilience as a measure of network robustness subject to link failures, resulting in a minimum balanced cut size of a network. Spectral graph theory enables studying this problem of network partitioning by using graph's eigenvalues [7] . In this paper we focus on graph's spectrum, i.e. the set of eigenvalues of the adjacency, the Laplacian or any other characteristic matrix of a graph. In the graph theory literature, one usually considers the adjacency or the Laplacian matrix [24, 9] , both which employ different normalizations and therefore lead to different spectra. Here we focus on the spectrum of the normalized Laplacian matrix [7] where all eigenvalues lie between 0 and 2, allowing easy comparison of networks of different sizes. The normalized graph's spectrum has been successfully used for tuning the topology generators [14] .
MEASURES OF SIMILARITY
To compare the distributions of various metrics we use the following statistics to determine how close two distributions are to each other. We perform the calculations for each synthetic topology instance separately and compare them to observed topologies of the same size. Note that distances are relative to the metric and the topology size, so that distances of one metric for a particular sized topology cannot be compared either to distances of another metric for the same sized topology, or to distances for the same metric for different sized topologies.
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) distance
Given samples of two random variables, X 1 and X 2 , the KS distance is the maximum empirical distribution difference defined as:
where n 1 and n 2 are the number of samples from X 1 and X 2 and I Xj is the indicator function.
The closely related 2-sample KS test tests the null hypothesis that X 1 and X 2 share a (true) common distribution based on the KS distance (D max ). However, it is misleading to use this test to indicate whether two distributions are similar, as it is highly sensitive to large sample sizes, and also as the particular x 1 and x 2 compared here are not strictly independent variables since, e.g., nodes with high degrees tend to occur together. Instead D max alone is used in this paper to indicate the relative closeness of distributions.
Kullback-Leibler divergence
The Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence is also proposed as a suitable metric 8 for comparing network distributions. The KL divergence between two discrete random variables X 1 and X 2 is defined as:
The KL divergence is not strictly a metric as DKL(X1, X2) = DKL(X2, X1) where P (x) is the probability of x.
The KL divergence takes into account the difference between the distributions at all points rather than simply at the maximum point. In this paper, Gaussian kernel density estimation using fixed bins centered around data in the observed data set were found to perform well, although other methods do exist.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Most past comparisons of topology generators have been limited to the average node degree, the node degree distribution and the joint degree distribution. The rationale for choosing these metrics is that if those properties are closely reproduced, then the value of other metrics will also be closely reproduced [19] .
In this section we show that current topology generators are able to match first and second order properties well, i.e., average node degree and node degree distribution, but fail to match many other topological metrics. We also discuss the importance of various metrics in our analysis.
Methodology
For each generator we specify the required number of nodes and generate 10 topologies of that size in order to provide confidence intervals for the metrics. We then compute the values of the metrics introduced in Section 5 for the generated and observed AS topologies. It is important to note that all topologies studied in this paper are undirected, preventing us from considering peering policies and provider-customer relationships. This limitation is forced upon us by the design of the generators as they do not take such policies into account.
Each topology generator uses several parameters, all of which could be tuned to best fit a particular size topology, e.g., the Skitter dataset. However, there are two problems with attempting this tuning. First, doing so requires selection of an appropriate goodness-offit measure of which there are many, e.g., as noted in Section 5. Second, in any case tuning parameters to a particular dataset is of questionable merit since, as we argue in Section 1, each dataset is only a sample of reality with multiple biases and inaccuracies. Typically topology generator parameters are tuned so as to match the number of links in the synthetic and measured networks, for a given number of nodes. However we discovered this method to be inefficient as generating graphs with equal numbers of links from a random model and a power-law model gives completely different outputs. For space reasons we dealt with this particular issue elsewhere [14] and in this paper we simply use the default values embedded within each generator. In this section we discuss the results for each metric separately and analyze the reasons for differences between the observed and the generated topologies. Table 1 displays the values of various metrics (columns) computed for different topologies (rows). Blocks of rows correspond to a single observed topology and the generated topologies with the same number of nodes as the observed topology. Bold numbers represent nearest match of a metric value to that for the relevant observed topology. Rows in each block are ordered with the observed topology first, followed by the generated topologies from oldest to newest generator. For synthetic topologies, the value of the metrics is averaged over the 10 generated instances. Note that Inet requires the number of nodes to be greater than 3037 and hence cannot be compared to the Chinese topology.
Topological metrics
We observe a small but measurable improvement from older to newer generators in how well they match some metrics such as maximum degree, maximum coreness, and assortativity coefficient. This suggests that topology generators have been successively improved to better match some properties of the observed topologies. However, the number of links in the generated topologies may differ considerably from the observed topology due to the assumptions made by the generators. The Waxman and BA generators fail to capture the maximum degree, the top clique size, maximum betweenness and coreness. Those two generators are too simplistic in the assumptions they make about the connectivity of the graphs to generate realistic AS topologies. Waxman relies on a random graph model which cannot capture the clique between tier-1 ASs nor the heavy tail of the node degree distribution. BA tries to reproduce the power-law node degrees with its preferential attachment model but fails to reach the maximum node degree, as it only adds edges between new nodes and not between existing ones. Hence, neither of these two models is able to create the highly-connected core of tier-1 ASs. PFP and Inet manage to come closer to the values of the metrics of the observed topologies. For Inet this is because it assumes that 30% of the nodes are fully meshed (at the core), whereas for PFP its rich-club connectivity model allows to add edges between existing nodes.
Node degree distribution
In Figure 2 we show the CCDF of the node degree for all topologies on a log-log scale. We observe that the Chinese topology does not exhibit power law scaling due to its limited size, whereas all the larger AS topologies do exhibit power-law scaling of node degrees. The Waxman generator completely fails to capture this behavior as it is based on a random graph model, but recent topology generators do capture this power law behavior of the node degrees quite well. In the case of the RouteViews and UCLA datasets, Inet and PFP outperform other topology generators. Note that, contrary to RouteViews where the degree distribution displays strict power law scaling, the UCLA dataset has a slightly concave shape. In summary, more recent generation models reproduce node degree distribution well, as expected since most focus has been on this metric. Neighbor connectivity has been far less studied than node degree, although it is very important to match local interconnection among a node's neighbors when reproducing the topological structure of the Internet [20] . Figure 3 shows the CCDF of the average neighbor degrees for all topologies. We observe that Waxman, BA and GLP all underestimate the local interconnection structures around nodes due to their way of modeling node interconnections. Note that BA and GLP typically generate graphs with far less links than the observed topologies so they underestimate neighbor degrees on average.
Average neighbor connectivity
For the larger topologies, i.e. RouteViews and UCLA, PFP and Inet typically overestimate the neighbor connectivity, as they both place a large number of inter-As links in the core. In addition, the shapes of the neighbor connectivity CCDF differ for the larger topologies: Inet and PFP have two regimes, one for highly connected nodes (those with larger neighbor connectivity), and another for low-degree nodes. On the other hand, observed topologies have a smooth region for the highdegree nodes followed by a rather stable region caused by similar degree nodes. We observe that the highest degree nodes in the UCLA topology have very high values of neighbor connectivity. This is consistent with the belief that tier-1 providers are densely meshed. In summary, existing topology generators do not reproduce local interconnection behavior well, even though it is an important aspect of today's AS topology.
Clustering coefficients
Like the average neighbor connectivity, the clustering coefficient gives information about local connectivity of the nodes. It is important to reproduce clustering due to its impact on the local robustness in the graph: nodes with higher local clustering have increased local path diversity [20] . Clustering properties of a graph can directly affect simulations on performance of multipath and resilience of overlay routing. but fails in the case of the larger observed topologies. PFP and Inet capture clustering reasonably well compared to the other topology generators. However, Inet does not reproduce the tail of the distribution well due to the randomness factor in its model for edge addition once the core is fully meshed.
We also observe that for medium degree nodes, clustering coefficients display rather high variability which increases with the size of the observed topologies. This behavior seems to be a property of the observed AS topology of the Internet (Section 8), and not only an artifact of the incompleteness of observed AS topologies.
In summary, all topology generators fail to properly capture clustering, typically underestimating local connectivity. Only Inet for the UCLA topology overestimates connectivity of low-degree nodes while still underestimating it for high-degree nodes. Current topology generators do not seem to have good models of local node connectivity. Rich-club connectivity gives information about how well-connected nodes of high degree are among themselves. Figure 5 makes it clear that the cores of the observed topologies are very close to a full mesh, with values close to 1 on the left of the graphs. The error bars again indicate the 95% confidence intervals around the mean values of the different instances of the generated topologies. Waxman and BA perform poorly for this metric in general. Only PFP and Inet generate topologies with a dense enough core compared to the observed topologies. Given the emphasis that PFP gives to the rich-club connectivity, it overestimates it in the case of the Chinese and RouteViews topologies. Inet performs well due to its emphasis on a highly connected core, especially for larger topologies where data has been collected across multiple peering points.
Rich-club connectivity
In summary, most topology generators underestimate the importance of rich-club connectivity of the AS topology. PFP is the only topology generator that emphasizes the importance of the dense core of the AS topology. Figure 6 displays the distributions of shortest path length. Apart from BA, most topology generators approximate the shortest path length distribution of the Chinese graph quite well due to its small size. For the other topologies, PFP and Inet generally underestimate the path length distribution while Waxman and BA overestimate. Particular generators seem to capture the path length distribution for particular topologies well: PFP matches that for Skitter well and GLP is close for Routeviews. Inet and PFP both do a better job for UCLA than for RouteViews but both still underestimate the distribution.
Shortest path distributions
In summary, shortest path length is not well captured by any topology generator. Given the poor match of generators to local connectivity metrics, this is not surprising.
Spectrum
The spectrum of the normalized Laplacian matrix is a powerful tool for characterizing properties of a graph. If two graphs have the same spectrum, they have the same topological structure. Figure 7 displays the CDF of the eigenvalues computed from the normalized Laplacian matrix of each topology.
As with other topological metrics, Inet and PFP perform best. The difference between the topology generators is most easily observed around the eigenvalues equal to 1. These eigenvalues play a special role as they indicate repeated duplications of topological patterns within the network. By duplication, we mean different nodes having the same set of neighbors giving their induced subgraphs the same structure. Through repeated duplication, one can create networks with high multiplicity of eigenvalue 1 [2] . Further, if a network is bipartite, i.e., it consists of two connected parts with no links between nodes of the same part, then its spectrum will be symmetric about 1. This phenomenon can also arise through repeated structure duplication We observe that the spectra have a high degree of symmetry around the eigenvalue 1, and so the observed AS topologies appear close in spectral terms to a bipartite graph. In the AS topology many ASs share a similar set of upstream ASs without being directly connected to each other. Inet and PFP are good examples of topology generators where this strategy is implemented. Note that the simple preferential attachment model of BA does not reproduce the eigenvalues around 1 very well. In the simple BA model, new nodes connect randomly to a given number of existing nodes, favoring connections to high degree nodes. In the Internet in contrast, although small ASs may tend to connect to large upstream providers, they might not connect preferentially to the largest ones, connecting instead to national or regional providers. In summary, these results provide further evidence that the interconnection structure of the AS topology is more complex than current models assume.
Measures of similarity
In Section 7.2, we presented visual evidence for the (dis)similarity both among topology generators and between generators and observed topologies. In this section we present a more objective approach, based on the statistical distance metrics described in Section 6: the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) distance and the KullbackLeibler (KL) divergence.
In the following tables, the values of the distances and the standard deviations are shown for the topological metrics with distributions: node degree, neighbor connectivity, clustering coefficient, and rich-club coefficient. We provide the average values of the statistical distances and the standard deviation around the average over the 10 topologies generated by each topology generator. When no deviation is shown, it was < 0.01. Both statistical measures globally confirm the visual inspection of Section 7.2: more recent topology generators produce topologies whose properties are closer to the observed topologies. Table 2 provides the KS and KL results for topology generators against the Chinese topology for the four chosen topological metrics. Topology generators do not show improvement for the node degree. However, for the other three metrics successive topology generators do show improvement. Overall, the PFP and GLP model both have small relative distances to the Chinese dataset, due to the small size of the dataset, the presence of high degree nodes and fewer inter-AS connections. Table 3 displays the results of the statistical measures for results against the Skitter topology. We observe a particularly good match of the node degree distribution by Inet. PFP outperforms all other topology generators for the clustering coefficients and the rich-club coefficients, consistent with the visual inspection.
Statistical distances for RouteViews (Table 4) show that Inet again better matches the node degree distribution. GLP and Inet both perform better than other generators for neighbor connectivity. PFP performs better than the others on the clustering coefficients. On the other hand, none of the generators manages to obtain a close distance for the rich-club coefficients. In Figure 5 , Inet seemed to be close to RouteViews for rich-club coefficients, but this is not supported by the statistical distances. The behavior for rich-club connectivity is surprising, especially for PFP which is highly biased towards reproducing rich-club connectivity. We believe this is due mainly to the addition of many extra peering links in this dataset, which was not captured by model designers.
Statistical distance results for UCLA (Table 5 ) reveal a more complex picture. For node degrees, no generator seems to outperform the others, although Inet does perform worst. GLP, Inet and PFP perform equally well on the neighbor connectivity. For clustering coefficients and rich-club connectivity, Inet and PFP perform better than the others.
Visual inspection of Section 7.2 seemed to suggest that each successive topology generator introduced improvements in their matching of observed AS topologies. Waxman and BA perform poorly both in visual inspection and in the statistical distances. The KL di- vergences clarify the difference of the two distributions across all the values and hence minimize the effects of local differences at certain values. Our statistical measures show that apparent visual closeness of two distributions does not mean close distance in distributional terms, due partly to the use of logarithmic scale axes. Improvements in successive topology generators are not consistent across all metrics and across all observed topologies. Nonetheless, most of the time the most recent generators, Inet and PFP, do outperform the other topology generators. This indicates that more attention should be given on capturing the effects of peering links in the core and at the edge of the AS topology, as this is the significant difference between these two generators and the older Waxman and BA generators.
MULTIPLE VANTAGE POINTS
The previous section studied in detail how well topology generators capture the properties of observed AS topologies. In this section, we will argue about why topology generators capture different propeties of observed AS topologies with varying degrees of success. To that end we examine the impact on the metrics of the number of vantage points from which BGP data is collected. For our analysis we collected BGP data from over 40 RouteViews peering points, for a period of 6 months from May 2007. This time period was chosen to be the same as that used to build the UCLA dataset.
Zhang et al. [36] also examine the impact of the selection of route monitors on topology visibility and the consequences on AS relationship inference and AS-level path prediction. They analyze a range of monitor selection schemes and their influence on the number of observed links as well as network properties. They suggest that the accuracy of AS relationship inference may decrease as the number of monitors increases, and go on to quantify the improvements in identifying AS relationships and anomaly detection in the data. In contrast, our work focuses on understanding the underlying effect placement of vantage points has on inferring both the network topology and its associated dynamics. We are also interested in examining the distortion of local topological properties by using a different number of vantage points. Table 6 shows the values of the topological metrics the same way as in Table 1 , for AS topologies obtained from different numbers of observation points. When comparing the AS topologies using 1 and 10 observation points, we see a significant increase in the number of nodes and links. Hence, one might also expect a significant difference in the other metrics, and indeed, the maximum node degree almost triples and the number of fully-meshed nodes almost doubles. As a consequence, the size of the core increases, indicated by the maximum coreness value. In turn, the number of shortest paths crossing the core also increases as indicated by the maximum betweenness. On the other hand, we see that going from 1 to 10 observation points slightly decreases the value of the clustering coefficient. Most probably this is because with 10 observation points we discover more of the core than the edge of the network, which does not contribute to increase the overall value of the clustering coefficient. With 25 or more observation points the links on the edge of the network are also discovered, contributing to the increase of the value of the clustering coefficient. This behavior is confirmed by a slight decrease of the value of the maximum betweenness from 10 to 25 observation points.
Preferential attachment models originate in the belief that small ASs tend to connect to large upstream ASs, leading to a disassortative network. Although the value of the assortativity coefficient is negative for the AS topology, it is not affected by an increase in the number of observation points. The links added by increasing the number of observation points seem to be neutral for the assortativity of the AS topology. One implication is that the links that can be discovered by using more observation points do not preferentially interconnect ASs of any particular degree. We conjecture that this is due to the type of peering relationships that are missed. If node degrees give an indication of the likely type of peering relationship, then we suggest that BGP does not preferentially miss peer-peer relationships, which are believed to be more difficult to observe that customer-provider ones [6] .
We now turn in more detail to the effect of the number of peering points on four particular topological metrics (see Figure 8 ). The addition of observation points mostly affects node degree distribution for high degree nodes. As we increase the number of observation points, we see that on average the neighbors of a node will have a higher degree. However, this does not hold for nodes whose neighbors already have high degrees (left part of Figure 8 . Those nodes correspond to stub networks connected to very well interconnected upstream providers. For the clustering coefficient, when moving from one to several observation points, the difference is striking. For all node degrees, the clustering coefficient significantly increases. On the other hand, when moving from a few peerings to many, the difference appears most for high degree nodes. This illustrates the better observability of links in the core compared to the edge of the network. Rich-club connectivity confirms the previous observations in that adding a few observation points is enough to discover the core links. In this section we have illustrated the importance of relying on a sufficiently large number of observation points in order to properly capture the actual properties of the AS topology. Using only a few observation points has led researchers to simplify the complexity of the interconnection structure between ASs. The improper AS topology on which researchers have relied has caused the creation of topology generators that underestimate this interconnection structure between ASs. Our results show that researchers must use rich datasets for an accurate understanding of the Internet AS topology.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we evaluated the existing AS topology generation models, by comparing them with several observed AS topologies. For this evaluation, we relied on a wide set of topological metrics and statistical measures to carry our comparison as objectively as possible. Our analysis revealed that:
• Increasing the number of observation points causes deviation from strict degree power-law scaling. Existing topology generation models overemphasize the preferential attachment mechanism and the resulting node degree distribution. The powerlaw assumption is thus an artefact of incomplete datasets, rather than a property of the AS-level topology.
• In addition to clustering and centrality properties, the highly meshed core of the Internet AS topology must be considered in order to generate representative synthetic topologies.
• The successive improvements in topology generation models seems to result from improved available datasets. Knowing that incomplete datasets were the cause for simplistic topology generation models, we expect that the new generation of topology models will take into account the insights gained in this paper.
Our findings indicate that future work in this area should consider the geographical extent of the AS graphs, the AS sizes, multiple peerings between ISPs, policy routing and topology dynamics. Future AS topology generators should also permit the addition of metadata such as peering relationships and relative importance of nodes.
